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BACKGROUND
COMMEMORATING THE CENTENARY OF THE 
FIRST WORLD WAR: A DIGITAL ‘BIG BANG’

Significant digital outputs: the period 
from 1914-19 has greater digital 
coverage than any other historical 
period, and offers a template for 
future commemorations

Numerous digital  
archives/databases/websites: UK 
resources include Jisc; AHRC; and  
Heritage Lottery Fund ‘First World 
War: Then and Now’ projects 

Extensive use of crowdsourcing, and 
community generated digital content 
approaches, and public engagement

http://www.walesremembers.org/
http://cymru1914.org

Hughes, L. M. and Anderson, I. G. (2020) Centenary 
(Internet). In: Daniel, U., Gatrell, P., Janz, O., Jones, 
H., Keene, J., Kramer, A. and Nasson, B. (eds.) 1914-
1918-online. International Encyclopedia of the First 
World War. Freie Universität Berlin: 
Berlin. (doi:10.15463/ie1418.11490

http://www.walesremembers.org/
http://cymru1914.org/
http://eprints.gla.ac.uk/view/author/34546.html
http://eprints.gla.ac.uk/view/author/6153.html
http://eprints.gla.ac.uk/234940/
http://dx.doi.org/10.15463/ie1418.11490


SUSTAINABILITY OF DIGITAL RESOURCES 
CREATED THROUGH FIRST WORLD WAR CENTENARY 
ACTIVITIES

• AHRC Living Legacies Centre 1914-18 Engagement Centre, 2014-19

Assessment and analysis of FWW HLF projects and their datasets, identifying 
challenges for long-term preservation: Sustainability of Digital Resources 
Framework (SDRF)

Develop guidelines for user community

• Reflections on the Centenary 2019-21
Understand policy implications of recommendations and interventions in key 
digital sustainability issues

Scope existing and emerging digital sustainability ‘pathways’, including 
organisations and services, and their potential and limitations

• Ongoing research 
The information lifecycle of Community Generated Digital Content (CGDC) and 
its digital futures



SUSTAINABILITY OF DIGITAL RESOURCES 
FRAMEWORK (SDRF) OF FIRST WORLD WAR 
COMMUNITY PROJECTS WITH DIGITAL OUTPUTS

Context

• Review of 41 HLF-funded projects across the UK with digital outputs

• Variability in size, funding received, scope and types of digital output 
produced

• Data collected through a variety of methods: questionnaires, direct 
observation / desk research and analytics tools (webometrics, referrer 
analysis, social media tools).

• NOT an evaluation of project quality or achievement!
• Results available: Digital Sustainability Review of HLF-funded projects  

http://eprints.gla.ac.uk/213440/

http://eprints.gla.ac.uk/213440/


• Each dimension further stratified into:
Assessment Criteria à Indicators à Metrics

• 55 metrics to assess sustainability across all 
dimensions

• Projects assessed across all four dimensions, 
with weighting attached

• Broad definition of sustainability, which 
considers Preservation as one dimension

• Content, Technology and Promotion 
dimensions examined to holistically explore 
FWW commemoration materials as part of 
digital ecosystems



Summary results across 41 projects

SDRF IMPLEMENTATION



SDRF IMPLEMENTATION

CONTENT SUSTAINABILITY EVALUATION RESULTS



DIGITAL PRESERVATION EVALUATION RESULTS

SDRF IMPLEMENTATION
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Open access: 

http://eprints.gla.ac.uk/190714/

Also disseminated via IWM War and 
Conflict Subject Network

https://www.iwm.org.uk/partnerships
/subject-specialist-network

http://eprints.gla.ac.uk/190714/


COMMUNITY GENERATED DIGITAL CONTENT (CGDC)

• Flintshire War Memorials
• Funded by HLF
• Volunteer run
• Based on community input
• https://www.flintshirewarmemorials.co

m/



Mary ‘Eppynt’ Phillips: Ran field hospitals in Calais, Valjevo, & 
Ajacci, 1914-17; content provided by a relative in Brecon at a 
community digitization workshop run by Cymru1914.org and the 
People’s Collection Wales

https://www.peoplescollection.wales/collections/430174

COMMUNITY GENERATED DIGITAL CONTENT (CGDC)



COMMUNITY GENERATED DIGITAL CONTENT (CGDC)



• CGDC is defined as digitized historical materials from personal collections , collected 
through community digitization engagement initiatives and activities, especially open 
workshops

• FWW related CGDC was collected in key international initiatives, including over 
250k items in Europeana 14-18: evaluation has shown great value of the experience 
of creating this data

• A separate research project (interviews and observation) has shown there are 
significant questions about how this content can be shared, used, re-used, and 
linked for analysis. 

• Research on sustainability, use and re-use of this content - and the limitations that 
inhibit this - draws together digital humanities and (community) archival theory

• Results show that alll aspects of the digital life-cycle affect the likelihood of 
sustainability and re-use, including the dynamics and challenges of its creation, 
curation, management, and use. 

• Sustainability is an expectation, not a reality: reliance on open/public curation 
is optimistic

SUSTAINABILITY CHALLENGES IN COMMUNITY 
GENERATED DIGITAL CONTENT (CGDC) RELATING TO 
THE PERIOD OF THE FIRST WORLD WAR



• What is the use and reuse of CGDC after the data is collected and made 
accessible?
• Many GCDC projects did not intend research as the end goal: these resources 

were developed with the objective to mobilise communities; to stir and 
engage.

• Their legacy: a corpus of heterogeneous data that cannot be used beyond 
the end of the project 

• CGDC is poorly theorised, and falls into a gap between research on 
community archives (e.g., Flinn)and  digital community archives (e.g., Webb): 
existing research focuses on born digital sources (Usenet, Ceefax) rather than 
hybrid digitised collections 

• Is this another orphan ‘community archive’ – only digital? 
• Parallel with (digital) community archives: GCDG is  effectively ‘orphan’ 

content – poor likelihood of digital sustainability raises similar challenges of 
post-custodial care.

• Fragile sustainability of CGDC negatively affects its value to participants. The 
interplay of participant value and future sustainability should be recognised.

RESEARCH CHALLENGES IN CGDC



Community Generated Content and the BitList

Community-generated Content in Arts and Heritage 

‘Digital materials produced and shared in the by ad-hoc community 
art and heritage projects, typically through digitization, where the 
creation of digital materials was a significant purpose of the 
initiative.’ 

Examples: World War One Centennial, Olympic Games, Cities of 
Culture

• Critically Endangered which is the second highest rating
• Action Recommended within 12 months and assessment a 

priority
• Practically Extinct in the presence of aggravating conditions



• Guidelines exist: HLF (Heritage Fund), UofG – but they are not implemented
• There is little understanding among communities and funders of existing pathways to, 

or endowment of digital sustainability (UK web archive, People’s Collection Wales, etc.) 
• Co-creation with Universities has not created a sustainable body of digital content
• Involvement of heritage organisations can support digital preservation: National 

Archives, PRONI, National Libraries: these relationships can support post-custodial 
models of curation

• Funding agencies need to engage with this at the start: future anniversaries under 
threat:, e.g., WW2, USA 2026

• We have invested in the digitisation of culture but we are still learning about the culture 
of digitisation

REFLECTING ON THE DIGITAL LEGACY OF THE FWW 
CENTENARY: LESSONS LEARNED FOR CGDC



Thank you!

• Lorna M. Hughes
• @lornamhughes

#UofGWorldChangers
@UofGlasgow


